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Paradigm Systems, Inc. Welcome Ashwood Computer, Inc as Reseller
Boca Raton, FL – November 9, 2020 – Paradigm Systems announced today that Ashwood Computers, Inc has joined
its network of resellers. Doug Owens, Vice President of Sales said, “We are excited to be partnering with Paradigm Systems
and offering Mercury Flash for our customers. Mercury Flash enables improved database administration, file analysis and
database tuning features, each of which complement our mvTools, ForeMost and FastBac products.”
“We are proud to add Ashwood Computer, Inc as a reseller of Mercury Flash solution for MultiValue database
administration and look forward to a bright future.” said Jay LaBonte, President and CEO of Paradigm Systems, LLC.
“Our goal is to continuously improve our customers’ experience in every aspect. Expanding our network of resellers and
support channel is a key initiative towards achieving that goal.”
About Mercury Database Console
Mercury is the ultimate MultiValue database management tool such as Rocket Software’s UniData and UniVerse (U2)
databases and Zumasys’ openQM. No other database management system available offers a complete solution like
Mercury. Mercury allows you to take complete control of your database, saving time and money in the process. With
installations around the world, Mercury Flash is managing databases for small businesses to Fortune 500 companies,
governments and non-profit organizations. You can learn more about Mercury Flash by visiting www.Mercury-Flash.com
About Paradigm Systems
Paradigm Systems, LLC. is a true pioneer of MultiValue administration services. Founded by Jay LaBonte, creator of
Mercury Flash, the most advanced Database management tool available for MultiValue. With more than 40 years of
experience managing MultiValue databases, he has built many high availability systems in such industries as aerospace
manufacturing and materials distribution, real estate, professional employment organizations (PEO), staffing companies,
land development, oil companies, marinas, and the restaurant industry.
About Ashwood Computer
Founded by former McDonnell Douglas Computer Group employees in Cincinnati, Ohio, the Ashwood Computer
Company specializes in MultiValue database technology. A full-service VAR and the preferred systems integrator for
companies utilizing MultiValue database technology across the nation, Ashwood specializes in assisting legacy 'MultiValue'
computer systems users in optimizing those systems’ performance, and in offering a complete ‘end-to-end’ services
solution thereafter. Ashwood’s experience and understanding of the practical business impact of these undertakings is key
to their success.
Ashwood’s ‘A-Team’ offers extensive professional services expertise and a complete support network, providing
comprehensive, practical, cost-effective solutions for MultiValue database users and further leveraging the legacy
investment in a MultiValue solution while providing access to the latest open technology solutions. Capitalizing on the
savings realized maintaining and updating a company’s existing legacy application software and utilizing their own in-house
developed solutions such as mvTools, ForeMost and FastBac, Ashwood is building and maintaining a continually growing
and loyal customer base.
For more information about Ashwood Computers, visit www.ashwoodcomputer.com
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